
D. Poor Management Of NSFs

D1 On the whole,  i believe that there is an urgent need to realize NSfs are becoming the workhorse of the entire organization, which will inadvertently 
crumble once NSfs are removed. This is due to the years of 'pampering' by batches of NSFs who clean up the mess after their regulars, being the shadow 
behind all the glittering results of audits/performance reviews, so much so that many of them (regulars) have lost their drive and motivation, nor 
independence at the workplace. It has become such serious a problem that many of our administrative processes (esp on the Maintenance & QM side) 
are run entirely by NSFs today, at least at my workplace.

Furthermore, there is always this budging issue of'rank-playing i.e. senior ranks 'bullying' junior ranks into working, disrespecting their previleges and 
in certain cases, breaking some rules governing the organization. And alas, there is always this problem of 'doing the work but others claim credit'. Since 
NSFs are regarded by and large as replaceable/expendable, work efforts are usually heaped as one extra achievement on their regular superior's year-
end performance reports. Even if an NSF is considered to be an appointment holder, certain superiors are not willing to accord the proper authority and 
appointment previleges to the NSFS for them to carry out their tasks properly.

D2 It would take an extended essay to delineate every qualm I have with NS. Hence, I present but the most pertinent one to me. I have, for the large part, 
accepted the fact that hierarchy is essential to the military service. As with any other organisation, a top-down graduation of power from superiors to 
subordinates may be necessary; we need bosses to ensure that workers do their jobs and not slack around, and in turn, we need bosses of bosses to 
keep aforesaid bosses in check. However, the hierarchy in SAF is overbearing; the authority that higher-ranked people have over lower-ranked ones is 
excessive at best, and abusive at worst. Subordinates are freely punished, both verbally and physically, for talking during 5BX, not doing it properly, 
being but a few minutes late for roll call, and the such, things that are inconsequential in the big scheme of things. In other words, the punishments are 
aproportional to the misdeeds. Yet, whilst a typical worker could politely question his boss' intention - or even resign - the everyday man in SAF is 
expected to keep quiet and suck it up, lest they want to be charged. Yet, many a superior has done identical misdeeds themselves at some point in time, 
yet they are unpunished; such double standards beget but negative vibes. 

D3 Too many NSFs are underemployed, but a significant number are abused. Situation not helped by general  'chao keng' mentality that pervades the 
organisation, regular or NSF.

D4 Hey Jinyao, love what you've done here. 

To be entirely fair to the senior management or whichever civil servant is managing this gigantic bureacracy that is the army, feedback channels do 
exist. There are also steps that are taken to increase the efficiency of the army (e.g. WITS, which is a pretty decent step I think). 

However, as an NSF, even if I have great ideas about how to make things more just, efficient, reliable, etc. I rarely find myself with the capacity to 
implement these things. There just isn't a culture of willingness to commit to subordinates views. (And there's a huge, entrenched culture of 
perpetuating the old style of doing things - e.g. we always conduct the exercise this way, so let's continue doing it this way)

Case in point - I used to work in OCS HQ, and they give NSFs (I was a PTE back then) qutie a big leeway in helping to change the system. They 
encouraged our ideas, gave us the resources to do things, etc. It's a very big difference really. And I was just a clerk. Now, as a commander, I just don't 
face the same appreciation of ideas. I suppose it's just unit culture.



D5 Purported abuse of power/rank within chain of command to unnecessarily punish recruits/trainees/surbordinates.

D6 In a lot of camps, regulars (including the Defence Executive Scheme) are simply incompetent, and NSFs are doing their work at a fraction of their pay. 
(In this case, why waste taxpayers' money on incompetent regulars?) How are regulars hired? How are their contracts extended? There should be a 
more stringent way of selecting those people who sign on.

NSFs are like free labour -- overutilised, abused, and misused.

D7 Some regulars frequently treat NSFs contemptuously. This is not right. NSFs, after all, are citizens dutifully serving their term and should at least be 
treated with respect; such should be encouraged among all regulars.

D8 Commanders of trainees in Command Schools (SCS and OCS) should be more proactive in sieving out trainees with poor attitudes and communication 
skills. For a start, they should be issued with Letters of Formal Warning or equivalent corrective action in order to alert them to their shortcomings and 
hopefully change them for the better. 

Peer appraisals should be taken into much more consideration and it is of paramount priority that Section Commanders and Wing Commanders be 
brave enough to single out specific trainees for criticism or counselling. Allowing such 'bad apples' to pass out will bring about dire consequences for 
the servicemen under them in the units they are posted to. Quantity is important, yes, in order to meet estab quotas and so on but the quality matters as 
well, if not more. The passing criteria should not be heavily skewed in favour of physical or combat fitness but take into account the trainee's ability to 
work and communicate with superiors as well as fellow servicemen in and outside camp.

As an enlistee, it is very disheartening indeed to see some commanders put so little emphasis and effort towards their work and responsibilities, 
especially keeping in mind the higher allowances they are entitled to given their rank. Furthermore, it is shocking to see how some of them conduct 
themselves in front of their charges - for example skiving off blatantly as well as treat others with unnecessary contempt, which is a behaviour expected 
from neighbourhood hooligans and not SAF Commanders . It is unfair for the ground units to deal with the morale problems these commanders bring 
about in light of the high frequency of exercises and operations they are involved in all year round.

D9 Army always Wait to rush and rush to wait. The administration is crappy.... There must be a wait to improve efficiency within the departments in 
Mindef. There must be a change of mindset among the old guards up there in the high ranks in Mindef. Now is the 21st century. You cannot keep doing 
the same thing over and over again and expecting to receive different results!

D10 abuse of authorities by  higher ranking personnel

D11 One point I would like to raise that is not one of the radio buttons above is a ubiquitous bullying culture in the SAF. 

The nature of the organisation is conducive for this. The army is a unique institution where a hierarchy is entrenched by insignia and epaulettes. The 
first lesson driven into an enlistee's mind is that superiors have to be respected and orders have to be obeyed. 

This hierarchy is further entrenched by rather dubious, loosely-termed directives relating to disciplinary guidelines; i.e. the "disobedience of a lawful 



order" offence warrants a general court martial (to the uninformed, 10 days DB is the standard punishment). Ultimately, the SAF succeeds in creating an 
atmosphere where few has the temerity to even speak up for themselves. I have personally witnessed a few reckless individuals who became victims of 
such punitive action. 

All that said, I do not question the structure of the army's chain or command, and I concede that it would be naive to imagine an army without the 
proverbial rod to deal with recalcitrant and ill-disciplined soldiers.

Instead, I wish to spew my vitriol on the distasteful behaviour of a group of SAF's 'leaders' who abuse their power. Before I continue, I have to specify 
that my experience is unfortunately WOSpec specific because of the demographics of my particular unit. Allow me to share an anecdotal episode that I 
have encountered.

Quite recently, I was berated by a school sergeant major for not displaying my camp pass in the camp premises. The rationale behind my transgression 
was that I did not wish to lose my camp pass as the replacement fee is very exorbitant. The clips available in my e-Mart were unreliable and a few of my 
colleagues have literally 'paid the price' for their misplaced faith in those flimsy clips.

However, to a Warrant Officer who has been in service for a couple of decades, my reason seemed incredibly banal and unacceptable. For some reason, 
placing my camp pass in my wallet instead of wearing it on my uniform engulfed him in a vortex of explosive rage. To have been chided there and then 
would be my just deserts. However, this warrant officer went on to use a great deal of profanity on my hapless soul. 

A soundbite of what ensued is as follows:

Encik: What should you do next time?
Me: I'll wear my camp pass at all times.
Encik: You want to act stupid is it? Fuck you! You want to play fucking dumb, we can do it together, I have plenty of time...
Me:(to myself) ??? what should i say then??? fml

I was rendered mute throughout, and this sergeant major continued using foul language on me as I tried to guess his preferred answer. (The response 
he wanted was: Remind my friends to do the same.) The excerpt above is as candidly authentic as it gets because I remember it very vividly.

I am no goodie-two-shoes who winces each time I hear a swear word but that experience disgusted me. How ironic that a sergeant major, whose 
primary job scope is to instil discipline in the unit, is utterly incapable of adhering to a proper code of conduct. Amidst his uncontrollable fury, I could 
discern his contempt and disrespect for the men beneath him. I witnessed from afar, as he stormed through various branches soon after, issuing extra 
duties and nitpicking on attire and haircuts before returning triumphantly back to his office.

To say that all SAF servicemen placed in positions of power misuse their authority is a sweeping statement. Kudos to those who reason, compromise 
and encourage their subordinates to speak freely with them. Such commendable people are few and far between though. Most enciks, especially those 
in my camp, are in the same mold as the example I illustrated. During the period of my full-time national service, I can see the army raising the profile 
and increasing the opportunities for the WOSpecs in SAF (how a SWO can now be a CO, etc). This prevalent, undignified culture is a real affront to such 
well-meaning endeavours. The black sheep of the SAF WOSpec have to be dredged up and castigated.

Don't spare the rod, but lead by example at the very least, Encik.



D12 Having spent one year and three months in an ops company, I am very proud to have led a section of men through the ops phase of my company. 
However, the experience wasn't all cheery. I had many experiences working with many regulars of the force, and sad to say, many of them do not seem 
to possess the right mindset for the job, especially the younger group of regulars. These people did not have any passion for their work, or rather, their 
passion are spelled as pa$$ion instead. The quality of this group of people is really bad, their efficiency is so poor, and the results they gave are so lousy, 
I really can't help but think twice about being led by this group of people.

With that said, I do met some really good ones, and they have totally earned my respect. The amount of effort they put into completing their tasks is so 
much more than the previous group mentioned. They are not hesitant about sacrificing time for their work and going the extra mile to ensure things are 
not just completed, but rather completed correctly and orderly.

As such, on behalf of all NSF, can we please have the recruitment team be more stringent in their recruitment and let us have more better quality 
regulars to work with? I think for sacrificing two years of our prime to contribute to the nation, this is the least we should be getting.

D13 NSFs are not "pawns" for the regulars to ascend the hierarchy. They did not sign contract with the SAF and they do have their own life after sacrificing 2 
years of their precious youth for national service.

D14 Abundance of incompetent sergeants and officers.

D15 There are situations where combat fit personnel are being used to do the work of non-combat personnel (E.g. Clerks) while the clerks end up surfing the 
net or doing something unimportant.

People have abused their power over NSF, making us do their work (E.g. Typing their report, minutes). Some times, we even run errands of a personal 
nature for them.

D16 NSFs need to be protected from taking the rap for Regulars' mistakes/negligences.

D17 Poorly organized and mismanaged at the highest level. Middle managers  just go thro the motion w the NSFs.  Leadership only available in the cabinet. 
The rest including the one star general got no balls to listen to real feedback and make real change for the better. Typical 'group thinking' example. Ie 
elitist-run bueracracy.  Change is needed at the political level , to let go / loose their grip.


